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where n is the stage gain, f is the clock frequency, VDD is the
supply voltage, CCLK is the clock capacitance, N is the number of
flip-flops loading the tree, CFF is the flip-flop loading capacitance,
α is the factor by which this capacitance is reflected to the driver
side, PFF_sq is the power consumption of the flip-flop with the 1-V
supply, RCLK is the resistance of the clock wires, VOH and VOL
are the highest and lowest peaks of the IPCDN signals, respectively,
and PFF_IPCDN is the power consumption of the flip-flop with the
IPCDN and shared buffer. Note that the factor 2 at the beginning of
(6) is due to the two differential networks present in IPCDN.

The number of flip-flops and the size of the network are dependent
on each system. Fig. 9 is a 3-D plot of the percentage reduction in
power achieved with IPCDN compared to that achieved with the
square-wave CDN as a function of the clock capacitance (CCLK)

and the number of flip-flops (N). As illustrated in the figure, with
a heavily loaded network, IPCDN achieves around 20% reduction
in power. When the network capacitance is dominating, IPCDN can
achieve up to 50% reduction in power.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed an IPCDN in which the power and clock networks
were combined into one network. Simulation results showed correct
operation of the LC differential clock driver and clock buffer with
TSMC 65-nm CMOS technology at a frequency of 5 GHz. In order
to satisfy high current requirements, several LC drivers should
be distributed to drive different blocks. This would increase area
overhead associated with the inductors. Implementing inductors on
top of active metal layers can reduce the area overhead with a penalty
of reduced quality factor. Magnetic inductors are another alternative
to reduce area.

Comparing IPCDN to a buffered square-wave CDN illustrates that
IPCDN achieves around 20% reduction in power when the network
is heavily loaded.
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On the Design of RNS Reverse Converters for the
Four-Moduli Set {2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n, 2n+1 + 1}
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Abstract— In this brief, we propose a method to design efficient adder-
based converters for the four-moduli set {2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n, 2n+1 + 1}
with n odd, which provides a dynamic range of 4n + 1 bits for the
residue number system (RNS). This method hierarchically applies the
mixed radix approach to balanced pairs of residues in two levels. With
the proposed method, only simple binary and modulo 2k −1 additions are
required, fully avoiding the usage of modulo 2k +1 arithmetic operations,
which is a significant advantage over the currently available RNS reverse
converters for this type of moduli set. Experimental results show that the
delay of the proposed converters is significantly reduced when compared
with the related state of the art; for example, for a 65-nm CMOS ASIC
technology and a dynamic range of 21 bits, the conversion time and the
circuit area are reduced by about 44% and 30%, respectively, while the
conversion time is reduced by 34% for a dynamic range of 37 bits with
the circuit area increasing only by 25%. Moreover, the proposed reverse
converters outperform the related state of the art for any value of n by
up to 70%, according to the figure-of-merit energy per conversion.

Index Terms— Application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), digital
hardware design, field-programmable gate array (FPGA), residue num-
ber system (RNS), reverse conversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in residue number systems (RNS) has grown con-
siderably over the last several years [1]. These systems have been
proposed as an alternative to binary systems, namely, for multiplying
and adding/subtracting large numbers, with direct applications in, for
example, signal processing [2] including cryptography [3]. However,
the direct computation of the residues and the reverse conversion from
the RNS back to positional notation are computationally intensive
operations, particularly the latter one. The use of specific power-
of-two related pairwise relatively prime moduli sets makes these
conversions simpler by taking advantage of well-known arithmetic
units for the binary system [4]–[7]. The traditional three-moduli set
{2n − 1, 2n , 2n + 1} has interesting properties and therefore has been
extensively investigated. However, extensions to this moduli set have
been proposed to increase the dynamic range, such as the balanced
four-moduli sets [8]–[11], five-moduli sets [12], [13], and the ones
based on the utilization of a fractional representation [14].

The residue to binary (reverse) conversion is based on the chinese
remainder theorem (CRT) [15] or on the mixed-radix conversion
(MRC) method [16].

Considering {x1, . . . , xk } the RNS residues of X , the MRC (1)
avoids the usage of the computational demanding modulo M opera-
tions, despite the computations of the mixed radix digits (ai ) being
done in a serial manner. Still, it is usually adopted when the moduli
set {m1, . . . , mk} grows and the dynamic range becomes larger

X = a1 + a2 × m1 + a3 × m1m2 + · · · + ak ×
k−1∏

i=1

mi
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This brief is focused on the design of reverse converters for the
balanced four-moduli set S = {2n +1, 2n −1, 2n , 2n+1 +1}, which is
a pairwise relatively prime moduli set for n odd [10] with a dynamic
range of 4n+1 bits. The proposed method for designing the converters
applies the MRC technique to two balanced two-moduli sets and
relies on the properties of the power-of-two related moduli, which
can be efficiently exploited when the moduli are organized in proper
small sets of only two elements. With this approach, it is easy to
automate the design of residue-to-binary converters based on adders,
and pipeline its operation to increase their throughput.

This brief is organized as follows. The proposed method for
performing reverse conversion from RNS to binary is presented in
Section II. In Section III, this method is applied to design efficient
VLSI reverse converters, whose relative performance is also assessed.
Section IV experimentally evaluates the efficiency of the proposed
and corresponding state-of-the-art converters to assess their relative
performance. Section V concludes this brief.

II. PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD FOR THE CONVERSION

The following notation, based on [17], is adopted throughout the
rest of this brief.

1) For an n-bit value γ , bits are referred from the most signif-
icant bit (MSB) to the least significant bit (LSB) as γ [n −
1], . . . , γ [0].

2) γ l[k] refers to an l-bit number such that

γ l [k] = γ [k + l − 1]2l−1 + · · · + γ [k + 1]2 + γ [k].
3) O and Z refer to a number whose binary representation is an

all-1 and all-0 string, respectively (note that with the introduced
notation Ol [k] = Ol [k′] and Zl [k] = Zl [k′] for any value of
k and k′).

4) The symbol �� operates the concatenation of the binary repre-
sentation of two numbers.

The method for designing efficient reverse converters starts with
partitioning the original moduli set into two-moduli subsets: S12 =
{m1, m2} = {2n + 1, 2n − 1} and S43 = {m4, m3} = {2n+1 + 1, 2n}.
Applying the MRC (1) to S12 ({x1, x2} denotes the residues for this
subset), and to S43 ({x4, x3} denotes the residues for this subset)
results in

X12 = x1 + ω12 × (2n + 1) (2)

X43 = x4 + ω43 × (2n+1 + 1) (3)

with
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The final binary representation (X) can then be computed by
considering {X43, X12} the representation of X in the moduli sets
{m43, m12}, with m43 = m4 ×m3 and m12 = m1 ×m2, which results
in {m43, m12} = {22n+1 + 2n , 22n − 1}. Therefore, by applying (1),
the binary representation X can be obtained as

X = X43 + � × (22n+1 + 2n) (6)

TABLE I
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FOR n = 5 AND X = 1692112 OF THE ADOPTED

CONVERSION METHOD

Variable Decimal val. Binary val.
x1, x2, x3, x4 4, 8, 16, 32 000100, 01000, 10000, 0100000

X43 (10), ω43 (9) 1072, 16 010000110000, 10000
T1 (13), T2 (14) 961, 132 1111000001, 0010000100
θ (16), ϕ (15) 331, 21 0101001011, 0000010101

� (7) 813 1100101101
X (21) 1692112 110011101000111010000

with
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It can be noticed that the value X12 is not directly applied to
compute X , but only indirectly through �. To compute ω43 in (5),
it can be easily shown that
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Consequently, applying (8) to (5) results in
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and by applying (9) to (3) we obtain

X43 = x4 + ω43 �� Z[0] �� ω43. (10)

The value � in (7) is computed with arithmetic modulo 22n − 1.
Therefore, it is convenient to manipulate (2) in order to express
X12 in this modulo. The following equality is required to
compute ω12: ∣
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Given that X12 < 22n − 1, applying the identity |k × y|k×z = k ×
|y|z [18] to (2) results in
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Given that a modulo 2n − 1 multiplication of an integer γ ,
represented with n-bits, by 2s can be accomplished by circularly
shifting γ by s bits to the left (note that

∣
∣2n

∣
∣
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|−γ |2n−1 corresponds to the one’s complement of γ (γ ), the terms
T1 and T2 in (12) can be obtained as
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T2 = x2[0] �� x2 �� xn−1
2 [1]. (14)
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To obtain (13), the following identities are considered:
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To compute ϕ = |X12 − X43|22n−1, we can directly use (12),
along with (13), (14), and (3)
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The multiplicative inverse θ = |(22n+1 + 2n )−1|22n−1 in (7) can
be computed as
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For the proof of (17), we compute the sum of n terms of a
geometric series with common ratio r by using
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Finally, since X < 24n+1, X can be computed by apply-
ing (7) to (6)
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In Table I, a numerical example is presented that summarizes
the values computed with the adopted conversion approach. In the
next sections, we present reverse converters for the moduli set
{2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n , 2n+1 + 1}, which were designed by applying
the method proposed in this section, and evaluate their performance
when compared with related state-of-the-art circuits.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the architecture of the converter and
theoretically evaluate its performance. To achieve such goal, we
consider the total number of full adders (FAs) for evaluating the
circuit area (AFA is the area required by a FA), and the number of
FAs in the critical path to assess the delay (DFA is the delay imposed
by a FA). Furthermore, we consider that the area and delay of a half
adder (HA) are AHA = 1/2AFA and DHA = 1/2DFA, respectively.
The bitwise operations are ignored for area and delay analysis, as
they are expected to be negligible regarding the FAs and HAs.

The block diagram in Fig. 1 represents the proposed reverse
converter for the moduli set {2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n , 2n+1 + 1}, based on
the equations derived in the previous section. Although fast parallel-
prefix modulo 2k −1 adders with a delay proportional to log2(k) but
area proportional to k log2(k) have been proposed [19], we consider
for this analysis, as in [11], that a k-bit carry-propagate adder (CPA)
with end-around carry (EAC) has twice the delay of a normal k-bit
CPA, but the same area. The EAC approach is an efficient method
to compute modulo 2k −1 addition, which consists in redirecting the
resulting carry-out of an addition into the carry-in.

The proposed converter is composed of four main building blocks:
1) for obtaining w43 using (9); 2) for obtaining � using (7), (15)
to compute ϕ and the multiplicative inverse in (16); 3) for obtaining
X43 using (10) in parallel with the computation of �; and 4) for
achieving X using (21).

The computation of w43 is accomplished in Fig. 1(a) with a
n-bit CPA requiring n AF A and imposing a delay of n DF A. Obtaining
� requires the computation of ϕ as in (15). The implementation
of (15) can be simplified by merging the term ω43[n − 1] with the
other two terms containing arrays of zeros and ones, such that a
single term is obtained with bitwise operations which only depend
on ω43[n − 1] and x1[n]. Therefore, the value ϕ is obtained with
the sum of five terms, of which only two terms depend on ω43.
This allows removing one of the carry-save adders (CSAs) from the
critical path, as depicted in Fig. 1(b), which results in a total delay
of (4n + 2)DF A for computing ϕ. Given that one of the CSAs with
EAC has a (n + 2)-bit operand, the resources required to obtain
ϕ are (7n + 2)AF A and (n − 2)AH A , totaling (7.5n + 1)AF A.
In order to obtain �, ϕ is multiplied modulo 22n − 1 by the
constant multiplicative inverse in (16). This constant contains n bits
different from zero. Therefore, the multiplication can be obtained by
performing n modular additions of 2n-bit terms, obtained by properly
left-shifting (rotating) ϕ. A Wallace adder tree [20] can be used to
implement these multioperand modular additions. This type of tree
requires approximately log1.5 k ≈ 2 log2 k levels for k operands, with
a delay DF A per level. The final carry and save vectors obtained
from the Wallace adder tree are added in a 2n-bit CPA with EAC.
Summarizing, 2(n2 −n)AF A are required to compute � from ϕ with
a delay of (2 log2 n + 4n)DF A.

The computation of X43 in Fig. 1(c) with (10) requires an (n +2)-
bit CPA and an (n − 1)-bit CPA which conditionally increments its
input depending on the carry output of the (n+2)-bit CPA. Hence, n+
2 FAs and n −1 HAs are required for the computation of X43, which
results in a delay and area of 1.5(n + 1)DF A and 1.5(n + 1)AF A,
respectively. Note that the delay for computing X43 is smaller than
the delay for computing ϕ, and thus the block that computes X43
is not in the critical path. Finally, the value X is obtained with a
(n + 1)-bit CPA, a 2n-bit CPA, and a 2n-bit CSA, which are used
to sum the properly aligned terms in (21). Note that the CSA only
requires 0.5n AF A, due to the size of its inputs. Furthermore, since
the n + 1 MSBs of the carry output vector of the CSA are zero, the
2n-bit CPA only requires (1.5n − 0.5)AF A with a delay of (1.5n −
0.5)DF A . Summing up, the total resources and delay for computing
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(a) (b)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the propose converter. (a) w43 is computed from x3 and x4 using (9). (b) From x1, x2, x4, and w43, computing ϕ using (15) and
the multiplicative inverse using (16), � is achieved using (7). (c) X43 is computed using (10) from x4 and w43 and in parallel with �. (d) X is computed
from � and X43 using (21).

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF AREA AND TIME REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROPOSED

CONVERTERS AND THE RELATED STATE-OF-THE-ART CONVERTERS

Converter Area (AFA) Delay (DFA)

Proposed 2n2 + 11n + 3 11.5n + 2 log2 n + 2.5

[11] n2 + 14n + 15 15n + 2 log2(n + 2) + 22

X from X43 and � are (3n + 0.5)AF A and (2.5n + 0.5)DF A,
respectively.

Table II estimates the performance results of both the proposed and
related state-of-the-art converters [11]. The values estimated for the
delay suggest a significant reduction with the proposed converters,
with a penalty in the circuit area, when compared with the related
state-of-the-art converters [11]. For example, supposing n = 9, the
proposed converter imposes approximately 46% less delay than the
converter in [11]. It should be noted that the main difference in the
circuit area arises from the Wallace tree adder, which is quite regular
for VLSI implementations and, therefore, may result in less circuit
area than the one obtained from the simplified analysis in Table II.
Therefore, we designed specific circuits to implement the converters
so as to accurately assess their real performance. Experimental results
are provided in the next section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The circuits of the proposed and related state-of-the-art converters
were described in synthesizable VHDL. A well-known library of
arithmetic units [21], also written with synthesizable VHDL, was
used. This library contains a structural specification of compo-
nents, namely optimized prefix adders, which were employed in
the converters’ description. Using these HDL specifications, imple-
mentations targeting FPGA and ASIC were accomplished. A Xilinx
Virtex 5 (part xc5vlx220ff1760-2) FPGA was targeted using the
Synopsys Synplicity Premier tools (version F-2011.09-SP1) for the
synthesis procedure and the Xilinx ISE tools (version 13.1) for
placing and routing. For the ASIC implementation, the design was
supported on a TSMC 65-nm general-purpose standard cell library
(TCBN65GPLUS, version 200A) tailored for the TSMC 65-nm
CMOS logic salicide process (1-poly, 9-metal), using the Cadence
RTL Compiler tools (version v09.10-s242_1) for synthesizing the
design and the Cadence Encounter and NanoRoute tools (versions
v09.12-s159 and v09.12-s013, respectively) for placing and routing.
For both the FPGA and ASIC technologies, no manual optimizations

We made the HDL specification of the proposed and related art converters
publicly available at http://sips.inesc-id.pt/~sfan/prototypes/rnsrevconv/.

were introduced. The synthesis tools were set to target minimum
delay, allowing the tool to use unconstrained resources and power
consumption. The presented energy-per-conversion estimated values
were obtained from the placed and routed circuit specifications for
a switching activity corresponding to 10 000 random inputs vectors
under typical operating conditions. The Cadence Encounter built-in
power reporting tool and the Xilinx power analyzer were employed
to compute the required power estimations for the target ASIC and
FPGA technologies, respectively. For FPGA, only the dynamic power
is addressed since the quiescent power (estimated in 2185 mW) is
implementation independent (depends only on the device).

Table III presents the obtained delay (D), area (A), and energy
per conversion (E/C ) results for the proposed converters and the ones
in [11] for two different values of n.

Though both Virtex 5 and ASIC implementations correspond to
65-nm technologies, Table III suggests that the delay of the FPGA-
based implementation of the proposed RNS reverse converters is more
than an order of magnitude greater than the corresponding ASIC
implementations, for all configurations. These results confirm that
the proposed converters can take advantage of the ASIC technologies’
characteristics, namely: 1) the regularity of the main components of
the converters and 2) the CSAs, for which efficient placement and
routing can be obtained while the FPGAs are optimized for CPAs
(i.e., fast carry chains).

The results in Table III also show that throughputs of up to 92 and
42 mega conversions per second (MC/s) can be observed for the
FPGA technology, for a dynamic range of approximately 4n = 20
and 4n = 68, respectively. The same performance metrics boost to
1585 and 1109 MC/s for the ASIC technology. While the dynamic
range increases by a factor higher than three, the throughput only
decreases by a factor that is around two or less for both technologies.
These results suggest that the proposed converters provide a more
interesting scaling behavior with the RNS channel’s width n than
would be expected from the theoretical delay evaluation presented
in Table II, which predicts an approximately linear delay increase.
Hence, it can be expected that, for larger converters, more advantage
can be taken of the device’s characteristics, due to the regularity of
the proposed circuits.

Fig. 2 depicts the delay, area and power improvements of the
proposed converter with respect to [11]. This figure also includes
the theoretical behavior predicted in Table II. In order to properly
evaluate the area and energy per conversion, new implementations of
the proposed converters were obtained with relaxed timing constraints
so as to obtain implementations whose delay is similar to the one
obtained in [11]. Therefore, the area and energy per conversion
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE FIGURES OF THE CONVERTERS FOR THE MODULI SET {2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n , 2n+1 + 1} FOR n = 5 AND n = 17

65 nm ASIC Virtex 5 FPGA

D (ns) A (Kμm2) E/C (pJ) D (ns) A (slices) E/C (nJ)

n 5 17 5 17 5 17 5 17 5 17 5 17

prop. 0.63 0.90 2.7 17.9 8.9 71.8 10.9 23.6 107 650 1.5 8.6

[11] 0.91 1.21 3.1 11.0 10.8 57.7 13.9 29.7 98 482 1.6 8.1
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Fig. 2. Comparison with the state of the art. (a) Delay. (b) Circuit area. (c) Energy per conversion. An improvement metric greater than 1 means that the
proposed converter is more efficient than the related state-of-the-art converters.

analysis in Fig. 2 is roughly equivalent to the area and power
consumption ratios between the converter herein proposed and the
one in [11] for the same conversion delay

Improvement = Delay/Area/Energy [11]

Delay/Area/Energyproposed
.

The presented results suggest that the improvements for the two
considered technologies follow the same trend. Improvements in the
delay above 25% can be identified for all values of n. On the other
hand, the required area for the same delay comparatively increases
with n for the proposed converter, thus a slight penalty is observed
for large n, as theoretically expected. Concerning the energy per
conversion, the proposed converter presents improvements of more
than 19% for all values of n.

V. CONCLUSION

In this brief, we proposed a new method to design hardware reverse
converters for the moduli set {2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n , 2n+1 + 1}. Based
on this method, an efficient architecture was defined and hardware
converters were designed for the target moduli set. The hardware
for these converters and for the ones in the related state of the
art were described in VHDL and synthesized for both FPGA and
ASIC technologies. The obtained experimental results suggest that
the delay of the conversion can be reduced by up to 48%. Moreover,
the obtained results also suggest a competitive figure of merit for the
area and energy per conversion, achieving improvements of up to 30%
and 70% with respect to the related state of the art for the same delay,
respectively. Therefore, the proposed converter not only provides
higher throughput, but also has a competitive utilization of the area
and power resources, which is very important for embedded systems.
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